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BIR HAKEIM - KOENIG HOLDS ON,

(From a French War Correspondent)

Western Desert - Monday.

Spitting sand from their teeth and shaking it from their hair, General Joseph

Koenig’s lean, grim, unshaven ghosts have risen to the occasion once again and

hurled hack another heavy Axis assault on Bir Hakeim, ' The attack, preceded by

artillery fire, was made with numorous tanks.

Koenig’s men are described as "ghosts" by an Italian prisoner, ”We are

beginning to believe that Bir Hakeim is held by phantom Frenchmen," he said,

"We cannot believe that they are still alive after the terrific pounding we have

been giving them for the last ten days," He added, "Perhaps the Legion has

been up to its tricks," referring to an old rase of the French Foreign Legion in

Moroccan desert fighting - that of propping dummies against the parapets and

putting rifles into their hands in order to draw enemy fire.

As soon as the Axis armoured forces were sighted the alarm was flashed to

every man. The French held their fire, and then at a given signal they let thorn

have it. The desert seemed to shudder at the conoerted barking of their 75 's,

mingled with the staccato rattle of machine-guns * German tanks stopped in

their tracks, or slowed round in circles, churning up the sand like great jungle
beasts in their death throes.

Yesterday, for the fifth time, enemy officers advanced with a white flag and

called upon General Koenig to surrender. The French are beginning to find this

sport a trifle monotonous, as they arp running short of epithets with which to

embellish their replies.

However, a group of Parisians, remembering the good old days of tho Loterie

Nationale, are running a sweepstake on the number of hours which will elapse
before the next demand for surrender.

Tho R,A,F. continues to give the greatest Support and encouragement to the

beleaguered French at Bir Hakeim, "That is the only ’collaboration’ wo want,"

remarked a Breton as a British plane swooped from the -clouds and drove off a

Stukka about to dive on French positions*

Free French officers seek to minimise the importance of their splendid

defence, giving credit to the R,A,F, and to tho Imperial columns harassing Axis

Forces which for 10 days have boon attacking Bir Hakeim from three sides.
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